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Water drops 

Have you ever seen a ocean? Or played at an 
ocean? Or surfed at an ocean? Oceans or 
important 
to the fishes and whales and  are important to 
the world.



You can find oceans 
anywhere but you 
have to go to a beach 
to find them. There 
also fun to play  
at the beach.



Did you hear 
anything?

Many animals live in the ocean such as 
sharks,whales and coral reefs.They can be 
big or small . 
some  are slow or qick . There are also 
seaweed .



There are food 

chain 

Oh No!!!!

The 

The shrimp uses the 
sun and the tuna eat's s 
shrimp the shark eat's t 
tuna the the orca eat's  
the shark.



In the oceans  some fish have Adaptation.in adaptations is 
how animals survive. the Puffer fish  
survives by poison in it's body. so when predator attacks fish 
bowls up scare it away do you think puffer fish are amazing? 
and the  
Wobegong shark has camouflage and on it's mouth it has 
something that looks like sea weed  
so when a fish comes close the Wobegong shark grabs the 
fish and eat's do you think  
Wolbgong sharks are amazing?

Don't 

touch 

me !



Extinction!!

Many people throw away sigarett buds.  On the the 
beach  it will look  all black. We can protect the 
ocean by picking up trash and then throw it 
away .And don't  smoke . At the beach if you go  
go fishing too much all of  many fish will die. And 
that will be bad you also can  save the ocean.By 
making a group to help the ocean please don't 
litter the ocean. 



The authors name is Adrian and has 
made one more book and right now 
living in south   
Korea . And is form Japan and 
America I hope you liked this book.



Glossary 

Adaptation is how animals  survive 

Predators is when a animal eat's a another animal 

Camouflage means that in animal can look like something else


